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Selection Criterion, and Discrete Rate Adaptation in
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Abstract—An opportunistic, rate-adaptive system exploits
multi-user diversity by selecting the best node, which has the
highest channel power gain, and adapting the data rate to
selected node’s channel gain. Since channel knowledge is local
to a node, we propose using a distributed, low-feedback timer
backoff scheme to select the best node. It uses a mapping that
maps the channel gain, or, in general, a real-valued metric, to
a timer value. The mapping is such that timers of nodes with
higher metrics expire earlier. Our goal is to maximize the system
throughput when rate adaptation is discrete, as is the case in
practice. To improve throughput, we use a pragmatic selection
policy, in which even a node other than the best node can be
selected. We derive several novel, insightful results about the
optimal mapping and develop an algorithm to compute it. These
results bring out the inter-relationship between the discrete rate
adaptation rule, optimal mapping, and selection policy. We also
extensively benchmark the performance of the optimal mapping
with several timer and opportunistic multiple access schemes
considered in the literature, and demonstrate that the developed
scheme is effective in many regimes of interest.
Index Terms—Cross-layer design, distributed selection, discrete rate adaptation, adaptive modulation and coding, timer
scheme, fading channels, multiple access, collision, net throughput.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

URRENT and next generation wireless systems achieve
high downlink spectral efficiencies by exploiting multiuser diversity and rate adaptation [1], [2]. The base station
or access point, which we henceforth refer to as the sink,
selects the node to which it can transmit at the highest data
rate. This has also been referred to as opportunistic selection
in the literature [3]. Selection is also relevant to relay-based
cooperative communications systems, which exploit spatial
diversity by selecting a relay to forward data from the source
to the destination [4]–[7].
A critical step in these systems is the selection of the node
that can receive at the highest data rate. In the commonly used
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contention-free polling scheme [1], each node sequentially
feeds back to the sink the rate at which it can receive data;
the sink then transmits to the best node with the highest rate.
However, for such a scheme, the time required to find the best
node increases linearly in the number of nodes, which reduces
the fraction of time available for data transmission and lowers
the net system throughput. Further, it impairs the ability of
the system to handle time-varying channels.
Several multiple access-based algorithms have been proposed in the literature to address this problem [4], [8]–[10].
In the popular timer backoff scheme [4], [8], [11], [12], each
node sets its timer as a function of its channel gain and
transmits a small timer packet when its timer expires. The
channel-gain-to-timer mapping is a monotone non-increasing
function, which ensures that the timer of the best node always
expires first. Therefore, the sink simply selects the node
whose timer packet it receives first, and transmits to it at an
appropriate rate. Thus, the timer scheme also effectively acts
as a channel quality feedback scheme.
The timer scheme is practically appealing because it requires minimal feedback from the sink. It can also be easily
adapted to implement proportional fairness – each node set its
timer as a function of the ratio of its channel gain to its mean
channel gain [3], [13]. Other notions of fairness and quality
of service can also be incorporated in a similar manner [5],
[14].
In practice, for the best node to get selected, not only
must its timer expire, but also no other node’s timer must
expire within a vulnerability window of duration Δ after
the expiry of the timer of the best node [15]. Otherwise, a
collision occurs and the system fails to select the best node.
The system-specific parameter Δ accounts for the maximum
propagation and detection delay, time synchronization errors,
and the node’s timer packet duration [4]. Thus, selection takes
up resources such as time, and the best node may sometimes
not be selected. These depend on the timer mapping used, and
ultimately affect the throughput achieved by the system.
A. Model Overview and Contributions
In this paper, we characterize the structure of an optimal
timer mapping that maximizes the downlink throughput of
a system that consists of k nodes and a sink. Each node
maintains a local metric, which is a function of its downlink
channel gain. The higher the channel gain, the higher the
metric. All the nodes set their timers as a function of their
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metrics. Thus, timers of nodes with higher metrics expire
earlier. When its timer expires, a node transmits a timer packet
to the sink on the uplink. The sink then transmits data at an
appropriate rate to the selected node on the downlink. There
are two important facets to the model considered in this paper:
1) Pragmatic selection: The sink waits for the first timer
packet that it can reliably detect – even if collisions
precede it – and selects the node that transmitted it.
This is different from best node selection, in which an
outage is declared if the best node is not selected.
2) Discrete rate adaptation: The sink can transmit to the
selected node using only one out of M pre-specified
rates, as is the case in practical wireless systems. This
has implications on the design of the timer scheme. For
example, even though the channel gain of the best node
exceeds that of the second best node or, in general, the
lth best node, these nodes may support the same rate.
In such a case, it does not matter which node among
these nodes gets selected. This issue does not arise in
the idealized Shannon capacity-based continuous rate
adaptation models considered in [4], [8], [16], [17].
We make the following specific contributions in this paper:
• We characterize an optimal timer mapping that maximizes the average data rate given a maximum selection
duration Tmax , vulnerability window Δ, and a rate adaptation policy. Given its optimality, the result serves as a
useful benchmark for other selection schemes.
• Determining the optimal scheme turns out to be computationally intensive, and is a key challenge that this
paper addresses. We develop several results about the
structure of the optimal timer mapping, which culminate
in an algorithm to compute the optimal mapping.
• We derive an expression for the average data rate
achieved by the optimal mapping. An approximate expression is also derived to efficiently compute it.
• To quantify the joint impact of the selection policy and
selection scheme, we benchmark the performance of
the proposed optimal scheme with several opportunistic
approaches proposed in the literature [4], [17]–[19]. We
observe that the extent of the performance gains over
these benchmark schemes depends on the number of
nodes and the data transmission duration.
• In addition to determining the optimal mapping for a
given Tmax , we also optimize Tmax to maximize the net
system throughput.
B. Related Literature and Comparisons
Several timer mappings have been proposed in the literature.
In the inverse metric mapping [4], a node with metric μ sets
its timer as μc , where c > 0 is a constant. Instead, in the
linear piece-wise continuous mapping [8], the timer is set to
−μ
Tmax if μ ≤ ζl , as 0 if μ ≥ ζu , and as ζζuu−ζ
Tmax if ζl <
l
μ < ζu , where ζl and ζu are constants. In [11], the timer
1
is set as (1 − μ) 1+κ , where κ > 0 is a constant and μ is
normalized to lie in between 0 and 1. The scheme proposed
in [17] can also be interpreted as a discrete timer mapping. In
it, the range of values that the metric can take is divided into
Z equi-probable intervals. Nodes set their timers depending
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Fig. 1. A system consisting of a base station and k nodes. Each node j sets
its timer depending on its signal-to-noise ratio, γj , or, equivalently, its metric
μj .

upon which interval their metrics lie in, and timers of nodes
with larger metrics expire earlier. In the timer mapping used
in [18], [20], the probability of a transmission in the next slot,
given that no node transmitted in any of the earlier slots, is
kept constant. However, unlike our approach, all the above
mappings are ad hoc and are not designed to maximize the
system throughput.
An optimal timer mapping that maximizes the probability
of selecting the best node given a maximum selection duration
Tmax was derived in [19]. However, focusing only on selecting
the best node is pessimistic because the sink may fail to select
it and yet be able to transmit at a non-zero data rate to the lth
best node (l ≥ 2). A different multiple access-based selection
approach was pursued in [16]. In it, time is divided into
multiple slots. Each node transmits in a slot with probability p
if its channel gain exceeds a pre-specified threshold η. Among
the nodes whose transmissions did not collide, one is selected
randomly. However, unlike our approach, all nodes whose
channel gains exceed η are treated equally.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
system model. The optimal timer scheme and its performance
are derived in Section III. Simulation results and conclusions
follow in Sec. IV and Sec. V, respectively. Mathematical
proofs are relegated to the Appendix.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a system with k nodes and a sink, as shown in
Figure 1. The downlink channels from the sink to the nodes
are assumed to undergo flat fading and are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.). The independence assumption is
justified because the nodes are geographically separated. The
identicalness assumption makes the problem tractable, and is
commonly made in the related literature [4], [8]–[10], [19].
The channel gains are assumed to not change over the duration
of selection and data transmission. Let γj denote the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the downlink channel from the sink
to node j. It is known only to node j but not to the sink
or the other nodes. Sorting the gains in descending order, we
get γ(1) > γ(2) > · · · > γ(k) , where (l), as per order statistics
notation [21], denotes the index of the node with the lth largest
gain.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of discrete rate adaptation as a function of the metric for
M = 4 rates (R1 > R2 > R3 > R4 = 0).

Our goal is to come up with a general design that holds for
any given probability distribution of the SNRs. To this end,
we define the metric of node j as
μj = C(γj ),

(1)

where C(·) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
γj . It is assumed to be continuous, as is the case for several
wireless channel models, and known at all the nodes along
with k [9], [10], [19]. A key outcome of (1) is that μj is
a random variable (RV) that is uniformly distributed in the
interval [0, 1) [22]. And, the monotonicity of C preserves
order, i.e., the node with the lth largest SNR is also the node
with the lth largest metric.
A. Discrete Rate Adaptation Rule
Let 0 = RM < RM−1 < · · · < R1 denote the set of M
rates available to the system. Say the sink selects node j. It
will transmit to it at a rate Ri if γj ∈ [Γi , Γi−1 ) [23]. Here,
0 = ΓM < ΓM−1 < · · · < Γ0 = ∞ are called the adaptation
thresholds. Equivalently, let ψ(μj ) denote the rate assigned to
eq
node j with metric μj . It equals Ri if μj ∈ [Γeq
i , Γi−1 ), where
eq
eq
eq
Γi = C(Γi ). We shall refer to Γ1 , . . . , ΓM as the normalized
adaptation thresholds. Formally,
ψ(μj ) = Ri ,

eq
if Γeq
i ≤ μj < Γi−1 ,

where 1 ≤ i ≤ M.
(2)

This rule is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The discrete rate adaptation rule in terms of metrics is best
understood by the following example. From [23], for a Q-ary
QAM constellation, the rate is log2 Q bits/symbol and the bit
error rate (BER) as a function of the SNR γ is


1.5γ
BER ≈ 0.2 exp −
, Q ≥ 4.
(3)
Q−1
Rearranging terms and taking
on both sides of (3),
 logarithms

Ri
we get Γi = (2 1.5−1) loge 5P1 b , where Pb is the target BER.
For Rayleigh fading, the CDF is C(γ) = 1 − exp(−γ/γ),
for γ ≥ 0, where γ is the average SNR. Therefore, μ =
1 − exp
(−γ/γ).
It can then be shown that Γeq
= 1−
i


2Ri −1
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(5Pb ) 1.5γ . The above framework applies equally well
to other constellations or coded modulation schemes [23],
[24]. A similar exponential relationship between the rates

We now describe the timer-based scheme that is used to
select a node. Node j sets its timer Tj as a function of its
metric μj as Tj = f (μj ), as shown in Fig. 1. Here, f is
a monotone non-increasing (MNI) function and is called the
metric-to-timer mapping. It transmits a small packet to the
sink on the uplink when its timer expires, which happens if
Tj ≤ Tmax , where Tmax is the time allocated for selection.
The timer packet contains the node’s identity to enable the
sink to identify the node; it contains no other information.We
+
when the timer of node j does not expire.
say that Tj = Tmax
As mentioned, if two timers expire within a duration Δ of
each other, their timer packets collide and cannot be decoded
by the sink [4], [15].
The sink waits for the first timer packet that it can reliably
detect and selects the node that transmitted it. For this, the
selected node’s timer packet must not overlap in time with the
timer packet of any other node. For example, the best node
gets selected if no other node’s timer expires within a window
Δ of its timer’s expiry. However, the third best node may get
selected in case the timers of the best and second best nodes
collided at least Δ s earlier. As mentioned, selecting a node
other than the best node is better than declaring outage when
the best node is not selected. After selection, the sink transmits
data of duration Td to the selected node on the downlink.
However, if no node transmits successfully by Tmax , the sink
declares outage, in which case no data is transmitted. This
process of selection followed by data transmission is repeated
once in every coherence interval. Note that the nodes are not
required to overhear each other’s transmissions, which avoids
the hidden node problem.
III. O PTIMAL T IMER M APPING C HARACTERIZATION
We shall use the following notation henceforth. E [X]
denotes the expectation of the RV X, and E [X|A] denotes
the conditional expectation given A. The optimal valueof a
b
parameter x is denoted by x∗ . Further, the summation i=a
is identically equal to zero if b < a.
A. Overview of Results
We now derive a sequence of results about the structure of
the optimal timer mapping that maximizes the average data
rate with the pragmatic selection policy given the number of
nodes k, rate adaptation rule, vulnerability window Δ, and
maximum selection duration Tmax . The results are presented
in the following order:
1) We first show in Result 1 an intuitive result that only the
timers of nodes that support a non-zero data rate may
expire in the optimal timer mapping.
2) We then show in Result 2 that the optimal mapping that
maximizes the average data rate is an MNI staircase
mapping, which is shown in Figure 3. In it, the timer
can expire only at times 0, Δ, . . ., or N Δ, or not at all.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the optimal timer mapping for N = 7 and M = 4 rates.
The figure shows that r1 = 4 equal length intervals occupy the entire interval
rate is R1 . Similarly, r2 = 2 equal length intervals
[Γeq
1 , 1] in which the data
eq
eq
occupy the interval [Γ2 , Γ1 ] in which the data rate is R2 . And, r3 = 2
eq
eq
equal length intervals occupy the interval [s, Γeq
2 ], where Γ3 ≤ s < Γ2 .
The timers of all nodes whose metrics lie in [0, s) do not expire.

This reduces the problem of finding the optimal mapping
from the space of all MNI functions to the space of MNI
staircase functions, which are completely characterized
by N +1 parameters, which we call interval lengths. The
reason for this terminology shall become clear later.
3) Using Result 2, we then derive in Result 3 an expression
for the average data rate achieved by a staircase mapping
with pragmatic selection. We also derive in Result 4 an
alternate recursive expression for the average data rate,
which leads to a computationally efficient approximation
for evaluating it.
4) Thereafter, using all the above results, in Result 5 we
establish a connection between the interval lengths and
the M + 1 adaptation thresholds, which reduces the
search for the optimal mapping to finding at most M
positive integers that sum up to N +1 and a real number.
5) The above five results together culminate in the algorithm in Sec. III-C to compute the optimal timer
mapping.
B. Structure of Optimal Timer Mapping
Result 1: There exists an optimal timer mapping such that
timers of all nodes whose metrics are less than Γeq
M−1 do not
expire by time Tmax .
Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix A.
The above result confirms the intuition that if a node’s
channel condition is so poor that it cannot transmit with a nonzero rate, then it need not participate in the selection scheme.
We now prove that the range of the optimal mapping that
maximizes the average data rate with pragmatic selection is
discrete and bounded.
Result 2: There exists an optimal timer mapping entirely
defined by N + 1 positive real numbers α[0], . . . , α[N ] such
that a node whose metric lies in the interval [1 − α[0], 1)
sets it timer to expire at 0; a node whose metric lies in the

interval [1 − α[1] − α[2], 1 − α[1]) sets its timer to expire at
Δ, and so on. In general,the timer of a 
node whose metric
i
i−1
lies in the interval [1 − j=0 α[j], 1 − j=0 α[j]) expires
at iΔ. The
N timer of a node whose metric lies in the interval
[0, 1 − j=0 α[j]) does not expire.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.
Thus, the timers can only expire at the time instants
0, Δ, . . . , N Δ. This result is analogous to a well-known result
in multiple access control protocol design, which shows that
slotted Aloha, which allows transmissions only at discrete
time instants, achieves a higher throughput than unslotted
Aloha [25]. We shall refer to such a mapping as a discrete
timer mapping. It is illustrated in Fig. 3. Notice that it
resembles a staircase, in which each stair has a height of
Δ. Therefore, we shall also call
mapping. We
 it a staircase
shall refer to the interval [1 − ij=0 α[j], 1 − i−1
j=0 α[j]) as
th
th
the i interval and α[i] as the length of the i interval, for
0 ≤ i ≤ N . Further, we shall say that a node lies in an
interval when its metric belongs to that interval.
For ease of
α[i]) as
exposition, we shall refer to the interval [0, 1 − N
N i=0
the (N + 1)th interval. Let α[N + 1]  1 − l=0 α[l].
1) Analysis of Average Data Rate: We now express the
average data rate in terms of the N + 1 interval lengths
α[0], . . . , α[N ]. First note that when a node that lies in the
j th interval
j is selected, the downlink data rate is equal to
ψ(1 − i=0 α[i]). This is because the sink will transmit at
a rate that can be reliably decoded by the selected node, and
all it knows isthat the metricof the selected node lies in the
j
j−1
interval [1 − i=0 α[i], 1 − i=0 α[i]).
For a given realization of metrics, let x0 denote the number
of nodes whose metrics lie in the 0th interval [1 − α[0], 1), let
x1 denote the number of nodes whose metrics lie in the 1st
interval [1 − α[0] − α[1], 1 − α[0]), and in general, let xl be
th
the number of nodes
l−1 whose metrics lie in the l interval [1 −

l
j=0 α[j], 1 −
j=0 α[j]). To arrive at a compact expression
for the average data rate, we first define a selection location
function, S (x), for the vector x = (x0 , x1 , . . . , xN ) ∈ ZN +1 ,
as follows:

l,
if xl = 1 and xj = 1, for all j < l,
S (x) 
N + 1, otherwise.
(4)
The selection location function is useful for tracking
whether and where the successful transmission occurs for the
following reasons. Recall that a node that lies in the lth interval
gets selected if and only if no success occurs in the intervals
0, . . . , l − 1 that precede the lth interval and only that node
lies in the lth interval. This is equivalent to the condition that
xj = 1, for 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1, and xl = 1. Therefore, when
this is the case, we get S(x) = l. Furthermore, when all
the nodes collided or no timers expired by time Tmax , no
success occurs. In this case xj = 1, for all 0 ≤ j ≤ N ,
and we get S (x) = N + 1. In essence, the selection location
function mathematically defines pragmatic selection for the
timer scheme.
We now derive an expression for the average data rate,
which is denoted by RN,k .
Result 3: The average data rate of the discrete timer map-
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given that r nodes transmit in the first interval, the average

data rate is RN −1,k−r , where r = 0 or r ≥ 2.
Truncating the series in (6) yields the following computationally simpler approximation for evaluating RN,k :

ping is given by
RN,k =





k
x0 , . . . , xN

x=(x0 ,...,xN )

xj ≥0, N
j=0 xj ≤k

× 1−

N


k−



N
xi

(α[i])
i=0

⎛

N

j=0 xj

α[l]

ψ ⎝1−

S(x)



k−1

⎞
α[j]⎠ , (5)

j=0

l=0

 k 
where x0 ,...,x
denotes the multinomial expression and
N
denotes the summation over all (N +1)-tuples
x=(x0 ,...,xN )

xj ≥0, N
j=0 xj ≤k

that consist of positive integers whose sum is less than or equal
to k.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.
The result can be intuitively understood as follows. Depending on the realizations of the metrics of the k nodes,
different numbers of nodes will lie in the N + 1 intervals α[0], . . . , α[N ]. The probability that this happens
is given by a multinomial distribution, which gives
rise

k−N
 k N
N
j=0 xj
xi
1 − l=0 α[l]
to the x0 ,...,xN
i=0 (α[i])
term in (5). The above result averages the data rates achieved
by the various possible configurations for the numbers of
nodes that lie in the N + 1 intervals.
2) Simplifying the Computation of Average Data Rate:
Notice that computing the average data rate in (5) involves
summing over many (N + 1)-tuples x. We now show that the
average data rate expression can be written in an alternate,
recursive manner. This then leads to a computationally simpler
and accurate approximation for it.
Result 4: The average data rate RN,k of the discrete timer
mapping is given by


RN,k = kα[0] (1 − α[0])k−1 ψ(1−α[0])+(1−α[0])k RN −1,k
k  

k
k−r 
+
RN −1,k−r , (6)
α[0]r (1 − α[0])
r
r=2


where RN −1,k−r is the average data rate obtained when there
are k − r nodes, an (N − 1)-level timer with interval lengths
α[1]
α[N ]
, . . . , 1−α[0]
is used, and the rate function
given by 1−α[0]

given by ψ (x)  ψ((1 − α[0])x). The initialization points
for the above recursion are as follows:
R0,k = kα[0] (1 − α[0])
RN,1 =

N

j=0

α[j]ψ 1 −

k−1
j


ψ(1 − α[0]),

(7)
(8)

l=0

Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix D.
The above recursion arises because if an idle occurs in the
first interval, then, conditioned on this event, we know that
metrics of all the k nodes are uniformly distributed and i.i.d.
in the interval [0, 1 − α[0]). Similarly, consider the case when
r ≥ 2 nodes collided in the first interval. Then, conditioned
on this event, the metrics of the remaining k − r nodes are
uniformly distributed and i.i.d. in [0, 1 − α[0]). It is for this
reason that the scaling factor of 1−α[0] appears in (6). Further,



k

RN,k ≈ kα[0](1−α[0])
ψ(1 − α[0])+ (1−α[0]) RN −1,k
 
k
k−2 
+
α[0]2 (1 − α[0])
RN −1,k−2 . (9)
2
This means that we neglect the possibility that more than two
nodes collide in the zeroth interval. This approximation is tight
for α[0]  1.
3) Average Data Rate Optimization Problem: With the help
of the results and notation developed thus far, the throughput
optimization problem can now be compactly stated as follows:
max

α[0],...,α[N ]

RN,k

subject to α[i] ≥ 0, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N,
N


(10)

α[i] ≤ 1 − Γeq
M−1 .

(11)

i=0

Note that the constraint in (11) follows from Result 1 because
it shows that the timers of the nodes that lie in [0, Γeq
M−1 ), in
which the rate is 0, do not expire.
To solve the above optimization problem we assume that
the normalized thresholds lie at the boundaries of the timer
intervals. The effect of this assumption will be evaluated in
eq
Sec. IV. Therefore, let r1 intervals lie in the interval [Γ1 , 1),
eq
eq
rm intervals lie in
r2 intervals lie in [Γ2 , Γ1 ), and so on, up to 
m
eq
[Γeq
m , Γm−1 ). Here, m is an integer such that
i=1 ri = N +1.
N
eq
∗
From (11), we know that 1 − ΓM > i=0 α [i] = α∗ [N + 1].
This implies that m ≤ M − 1.
Result 5: In the optimal mapping, the first r1 intervals have
the same length, the next r2 intervals have the same length,
and so on:
eq
1 − Γ1
,
α∗ [0] = · · · = α∗ [r1 − 1] =
r1
Γeq − Γeq
2
α∗ [r1 ] = · · · = α∗ [r1 + r2 − 1] = 1
,
r2
..
.
α∗
α∗

m−2

i=1
m−1

i=1

α[l] .
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ri = · · · = α∗

m−1


eq

ri − 1 =

i=1

ri = · · · = α∗ [N ] =

s
,
rm

eq

Γm−2 − Γm−1
,
rm−1
(12)

eq
where 0 < s < Γeq
m−1 − Γm is a real number.
Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix E.
The above result brings out the inter-relationship between
the optimal timer mapping and the discrete rate adaptation
rule. It arises due to the symmetry of the average data rate
expression in (5). Figure 3 illustrates the final structure of the
optimal timer mapping.

C. Algorithm to Compute Optimal Mapping’s Parameters
Given Result 5, finding the optimal mapping that maximizes
RN,k has reduced to finding an integer m ∈ {1, . . . , M − 1},
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positive integers r1 , . . . , rm , such that m
i=1 ri = N + 1, and
eq
a real number s ∈ (0, Γeq
m−1 −Γm ]. Recall that k is the number
of nodes, M is the number of rates, and N is the number of
timer levels. We now present an iterative algorithm to compute
these parameters, and, hence, the optimal mapping. Its pseudocode is given in Fig. 4.
Data: N , k, and resolution δ
∗
Result: α∗ [i], ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ N , and RN,k
begin
∗
s ← 1 and RN,k ← 0;
while s ≥ Γeq
M−1 + δ do
s ← s − δ;
eq
Find m such that (s.t.) Γeq
m < s ≤ Γm−1
Let Cm ← Set of all integer m-tuples
{r
1m, . . . , rm } s.t. rj > 0, ∀ j ≤ m, and
j=1 rj = N + 1;
while Cm = φ (null set) do
Pick a tuple ω ∈ Cm ;
Given ω: Compute α[i], ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ N
(from (12) of Result 5) and RN,k (from (5));
∗
if RN,k < RN,k then
∗
RN,k ← RN,k ; α∗ [i] ← α[i],
∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ N;
end
Cm ← Cm \ {ω};
end
end
end
Fig. 4. Algorithm to compute optimal timer scheme’s parameters based
on Results 1, 2, . . ., 5.

Briefly, the algorithm works as follows. It starts with s =
1 − δ, which implies that m = 1 initially. It then reduces s
in steps of δ in each iteration. Given s, the optimal values of
r1 , . . . , rm that maximize the average data rate are determined
by searching
over the positive integer m-tuples that satisfy the
constraint m
i=1 ri = N + 1. Given r1 , . . . , rm , the average
data rate can be directly determined from (5) or its simpler
variant in (9). Once s falls below Γeq
1 , m increases to 2, and
so on. The algorithm clearly terminates since s > 0. It yields
the optimal mapping, in which each optimal interval length is
computed to an accuracy of at least δ.

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND P ERFORMANCE
B ENCHMARKING
We now numerically study the properties of the proposed
optimal timer scheme and verify our analytical results using
Monte Carlo simulations. For this purpose, we use the discrete
rate adaptation used by the Long Term Evolution (LTE)
cellular communications standard. In it, M = 16 possible
rates can be fed back by a node [26, Table 7.2.3-1]. The
spectral efficiencies of these rates range from R16 = 0 to R1 =
eq
eq
5.55 bits/symbol. The equivalent thresholds Γ0 , . . . , Γ16 are
determined by the aforementioned coding loss model with
ζ = 0.398 [24].

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF INTERVAL LENGTHS OF DIFFERENT TIMER MAPPINGS .
O NLY THE INTERVALS IN WHICH THE TIMERS EXPIRE ARE SHOWN

N
k
α[0]
α[1]
α[2]
α[3]
α[4]
α[5]
α[6]

Proposed
timer
2
3
10
100
0.010 0.010
0.025 0.008
0.076 0.008
0.008
-

Max. success
prob. timer [19]
2
3
10
100
0.047 0.004
0.060 0.005
0.089 0.006
0.010
-

Eq. intervals
timer [17]
2
3
10
100
0.333 0.250
0.333 0.250
0.333 0.250
0.250
-

Fixed 90% tx.
prob. timer [18]
−
−
10
100
0.0227 0.0021
0.0222 0.0021
0.0217 0.0021
0.0212 0.0021
0.0207 0.0021
0.0202 0.0021
0.0198 0.0021

A. Comparison with Timer Schemes
Table I compares the optimal interval lengths, as obtained
from the above algorithm, with the interval lengths of several
other discrete timer mappings proposed in the literature [17]–
[19]. This is done for different values of N and k. Notice
that the optimal interval lengths decrease as k increases,
and are different from those that maximize the probability
of selecting the best node. Furthermore, in the equal (eq.)
intervals timer mapping [17] and the fixed transmission (tx.)
probability mapping [18], there is no region in the [0, 1) metric
interval in which a node’s timer does not expire.

B. Performance Benchmarking
We benchmark the performance of the proposed scheme
with the following approaches considered in the literature,
which employ different selection schemes and selection policies.
1) Window doubling-based selection scheme [17]: In it, the
[0, 1) interval is divided into Z equal length intervals.
i
If μj ∈ [1 − i+1
Z , 1 − Z ), then node j’s timer expires at
iΔ, for 0 ≤ i ≤ Z − 1. If the first timer expiry results
in a collision, then the number of intervals is doubled
and the scheme is rerun. A node that was involved in
the collision transmits in its respective interval with
probability 12 , so as to reduce the odds of subsequent
collisions. The process continues until a success occurs.
The window size can be doubled up to a maximum of
Zmax , and remains unchanged thereafter. We set Z = 7
and Zmax = 1023, as per [17]. The feedback from the
sink is assumed to incur a negligible time overhead.
2) Polling scheme: In this contention-free scheme, the sink
asks each of the k nodes for its metric value. This
requires k slots. It then selects the best node and
transmits to it.
3) Threshold-based selection scheme [16]: This scheme
runs over N time slots. A node transmits in a slot with
probability p if its channel gain exceeds a threshold η.
Among the slots in which only node transmits, the sink
chooses one slot randomly with equal probability and
selects the node that transmitted in it. The parameters p
and η are optimized to maximize the average data rate,
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Fig. 5. Comparison of average data rate (bits/symbol) vs. N of the various
schemes (k = 10).

as per [16].1
4) Optimized (opt.) inverse metric timer scheme [4]: In this
popular scheme, a node i sets its timer as c/μi . To be
fair, we numerically optimize c for each setting of the
system parameters and also use pragmatic selection for
this scheme.
5) Best node oriented timer scheme [19]: Each node uses
the metric-to-timer mapping of [19], which maximizes
the probability of selecting the best node given Tmax . If
the best node’s timer does not expire or it collides, then
an outage occurs.
We also consider genie-aided selection, in which the sink
is assumed to select the best node always and it does so
instantaneously. While this is practically impossible, it serves
as an upper bound on the system performance. Rate adaptation
is employed by all the above schemes.
We compare the schemes on the basis of the following two
criteria: (i) Average data rate, which is the rate obtained in
the data transmission phase that follows selection. It measures
the effectiveness of a scheme in selecting nodes with higher
data rates, and (ii) Net throughput, which accounts for the time
overhead of selection. While these two criteria are equivalent
for comparing schemes whose selection duration is the same,
this is not so when the selection times of different schemes
are different.
1) Average Data Rate Comparisons: Figure 5 plots the
average data rate as a function of N for k = 10 nodes for
the proposed scheme, genie-aided selection, best node oriented
timer scheme, and the threshold-based scheme.2 To evaluate
the sub-optimality of the assumption in Sec. III-B3, which
makes the normalized thresholds lie at the boundaries of the
timer intervals, we also plot the average data rate achieved by
a timer mapping whose interval lengths are determined using a
brute force numerical search that does not use the assumption.
1 In [16], the sink is assumed to select one of the k nodes with equal
probability in case none of the slots resulted in a success. However, in this
case, the sink does not know the metric of the node it randomly selects, and
cannot ensure reliable transmission. Furthermore, in the threshold-based and
polling schemes, the node needs to feed back to the sink the rate at which it
can receive data. This is not required for the proposed scheme since the time
of expiry of the timer expires conveys this information.
2 Since the duration of the selection phases of polling and window doublingbased selection cannot be preset to Tmax , we compare them on the basis of
their net throughputs in Sec. IV-B2. The inverse timer mapping performs the
worst among all the schemes, and is not shown to avoid clutter.
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14
Number of nodes, k

16
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Fig. 6. Comparison of average data rate (bits/symbol) vs. number of nodes
k of the various schemes (N = 9).

We see that the impact of this assumption is negligible even
when N is as small as 4. It is also for this reason that the best
node oriented timer scheme outperforms the proposed scheme
for N ≤ 3. It is also in this regime that the threshold-based
scheme outperforms the proposed scheme. The average data
rate of the proposed scheme rapidly approaches that of genieaided selection as N increases, and is within 6% for N = 9.
This is unlike the threshold-based scheme.
Figure 6 compares the average data rates as a function of
the number of nodes k for N = 9. The proposed scheme again
outperforms the benchmark schemes and is close to the genieaided scheme. As k increases, its average data rate increases,
which shows its ability to exploit multi-user diversity. Notice
that the average data rate of the optimized inverse timer
mapping is much lower than that of the proposed scheme,
which demonstrates the importance of optimizing the timer
mapping. While the best node oriented timer scheme performs
almost as well as the proposed scheme for k ≤ 4, its suboptimality manifests itself for larger k.
2) Net Throughput Comparisons: The net throughput
Reff (N, k) is given by
Reff (N, k) =

Td RN,k
,
(N + 1)Δ + Td

(13)

where Td is the duration of data transmission.
Figure 7 plots the net throughput as a function of k for
Td = 5Δ. Similarly, Figure 8 plots the corresponding net
throughputs for Td = 40Δ. In both figures, the proposed
scheme, which is designed for N = 4, outperforms thresholdbased scheme, window doubling-based selection, optimized
inverse timer mapping scheme, and best node oriented timer
scheme for k ≥ 4. Notice that the contention-free polling
scheme outperforms the proposed scheme and all the other
multiple access-based for k ≤ 7 and k ≤ 14 for Td = 5Δ
and Td = 40Δ, respectively. However, as k increases, the
throughput of the polling scheme quickly decreases. This is
unlike the multiple access schemes, whose net throughput
increases with k.
3) Optimizing Tmax : Having determined the optimal mapping as a function of N , we now optimize N , which is
equivalent to optimizing Tmax , to maximize the net throughput. Intuitively, setting Tmax too small reduces the odds of
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the net throughput (bits/symbol) vs. number of nodes
k of the various schemes ( TΔd = 5).
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the net throughput (bits/symbol) vs. number of nodes
k of the various schemes ( TΔd = 40).

better nodes being selected, while setting Tmax too large
reduces the relative time available for data transmission. Thus,
there exists a trade-off between increasing the probability of
selecting better nodes and increasing the time available for
data transmission to the selected node.
Figure 9 plots the net throughput of the proposed scheme as
a function of the number of nodes for TΔd = 20 for different N .
We see that the optimal value of N , denoted by N ∗ , is close to
4. Table II lists N ∗ for different TΔd . We see that N ∗ increases
with Td /Δ, which occurs because the system can afford to
spend more time on selection. Furthermore, N ∗  TΔd . For
asymptotically large number of nodes, N ∗ can be shown to
be equal to the integer nearest to the solution of the following
equation in N :








Td
−1 N +1
−1
= 1.
1− N +1+
1−e
log 1 − e
Δ
(14)
The proof is omitted due to space constraints. From the table,
we observe that the asymptotically optimal value is quite close
to the optimal value for larger Td /Δ or k. It, thus, provides
a quick estimate for the optimal selection duration.
C. Individual Node Performance
To understand the impact of pragmatic selection, we plot
the probability that the ith best node is selected for k = 15

35

40

TABLE II
O PTIMAL NUMBER OF TIMER LEVELS N ∗ THAT MAXIMIZES THE NET
T
SYSTEM THROUGHPUT AS A FUNCTION OF k AND Δd .

k=3
k = 40
k→∞

3

30

Fig. 9. Optimizing N to maximize the net throughput of the proposed
scheme and comparison with the polling scheme ( TΔd = 20).
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and for different values of N in Figure 10. Notice first that the
probability that the second best node is selected is always zero.
This is because its timer either collides with that of the best
node or the best node itself gets selected. As N increases,
the probability that no node is selected decreases, and the
probability that the best node is selected increases. However,
even for N = 5, the probability that a node other than the
best node gets selected is 14%, which is quite significant and
justifies the intuition behind pragmatic selection.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Unlike contention-free selection algorithms such as polling,
which do not scale well with the number of nodes, low
feedback timer-based selection algorithms are scalable, but
are affected by collisions because of their distributed, multiple
access nature. We saw that the selection scheme, the selection
policy, and the discrete rate adaptation rule together determine the performance of an opportunistic multi-node system.
These should, therefore, not be designed independently of one
another. In order to compute the optimal timer mapping, we
derived several structural properties about it that together made
it substantially easier to find it in the space of all possible
mappings. We saw that the optimal mapping differs from the
many timer mappings considered in the literature. We also
optimized the selection duration to maximize the net system
throughput, which accounts for the time overhead of selection.
We saw that the optimal mapping outperforms all the other
timer-based schemes. It also outperforms the opportunistic
threshold-based multiple access scheme and polling except
when the selection time or the number of nodes is very small.
The increase in selection overhead of polling as the number
of nodes increases impairs its ability to exploit multi-user
diversity and, in fact, reduces its net throughput. An interesting
avenue for future work is extending the results to the case
where the metrics are not statistically identical.
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function of i (k = 15).

A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Result 1
Let f : [0, 1) → [0, Tmax] be an MNI metric-to-timer
mapping. Consider a mapping g that is defined in terms of
f as follows:

f (μ), μ ≥ Γeq
M−1 ,
g(μ) =
(15)
+
Tmax
, otherwise,
+
indicates that the timer does not expire before
where Tmax
Tmax . Since f is MNI, it can be verified that g is well defined
and MNI. We now prove for each realization of metrics that
the average data rate using the mapping g is greater than or
equal to that when f is used.
In a given realization μ(1) , . . . , μ(k) , say f selects the ith
best node, i.e., node (i). The following three cases arise:
(a) μ(i) ≥ μ(i+1) > Γeq
M−1 : Since node (i) got selected, its
timer did not collide with the timer of node (i + 1). From the
definition of g, we have g(μ(j) ) = f (μ(j) ), for all 1 ≤ j ≤
i + 1. Hence, node (i) will again get selected by the timer
mapping g. Therefore, the data rate achieved by g is the same
as achieved by f .
(b) μ(i) > Γeq
M−1 ≥ μ(i+1) : In this case, g(μ(j) ) = f (μ(j) ),
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i. Furthermore, the timer of node (i + 1)
does not expire when g is used, which implies that it will not
collide with the timer of node (i) when g is used. Hence, node
(i) still gets selected by g, and the rate remains the same.
(c) Γeq
M−1 ≥ μ(i) > μ(i+1) : In this case, the selection of
node (i) when f is used implies that the timers of nodes
(1) , . . . , (i − 1) collided when f is used. From the definition
of g, we know that they will also collide when g is used.
Furthermore, the timers of nodes (i) , . . . , (k) do not expire
when g is used. Thus, no node gets selected, which implies a
rate of 0. This is the same as the rate achieved when f selects
node (i) since μ(i) ≤ Γeq
M−1 implies that the rate assigned will
be RM = 0.
Thus, the average data rate attained by g is never less than
the rate attained by f . This implies that searching only within
metric-to-timer mappings that have the form of g suffices.

B. Proof of Result 2
Let f : [0, 1) → [0, Tmax ] be an optimal MNI metric-totimer mapping. Consider a new mapping g that is defined in

terms of f as follows:
 
g(μ) =

f (μ)
Δ
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Δ, if f (μ) ≤ Tmax ,
+
.
f (μ),
if f (μ) = Tmax

(16)

Therefore, g(μ) = 0, if 0 ≤ f (μ) < Δ, g(μ) = Δ, if Δ ≤
f (μ) < 2Δ, and so on. Since f is MNI, it can be easily
verified that g is well-defined and MNI.
We prove below that the average data rate obtained by using
g as the timer mapping is never less than that obtained by using
f . Consider a given realization of metrics μ(1) , . . . , μ(k) . If
no timer expires before Tmax when f is used, then the rate
achieved will be zero. The definition of g in (16) implies that
that no timer will expire even when g is used in this case.
Thus, rates of both f and g are the same (zero).
Else, let l ≥ 1 timers T(1) , . . . , T(l) expire before Tmax
for f , where T(1) = f (μ(1) ), . . . , T(l) = f (μ(l) ). Let node
(i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ l, get selected by pragmatic selection.
From (16), the corresponding timer
 values for g, denoted

T(1)
T(l)




Δ, . . . , T(l)
Δ.
by T(1)
, . . . , T(l)
, are T(1)
= Δ
= Δ
Furthermore, the timers of nodes (l + 1) , . . . , (k) do not
expire when g is used. The following three cases arise.
Case 1: T(i+1) also expired before Tmax and i ≥ 2: Since
node (i) got selected, this implies for pragmatic selection that
the timers that expired at T(1) , . . . , T(i−1) all collided with one
another and timers that expired at T(i−1) and T(i+1) did not
collide with T(i) . Therefore, T(i+1) − T(i) ≥ Δ and T(i) −
T(i−1) ≥ Δ. Hence, from the definition of the floor function,
we have

 


 

T(i+1)
T(i)
T(i−1)
T(i)
≥
+ 1 and
≤
− 1.
Δ
Δ
Δ
Δ
(17)




T(i−1)
T(i)


Δ, T(i) =
Δ, and
From (16), T(i−1) =
Δ
Δ


T(i+1)



T(i+1) =
Δ. Therefore, (17) implies that T(i+1) , T(i)
,
Δ

and T(i−1) also do not collide with each other. Therefore,
when g is used, either node (i) or one of the better nodes
(1) , . . . , (i − 1) will get selected. Thus, the rate of the node
selected by g is greater than or equal to that of f .
The arguments for the following remaining two cases are
along similar lines, and are not repeated to conserve space:
(i) T(i+1) expires before Tmax and i = 1, and (ii) T(i+1) does
not expire before Tmax , i.e., T(i) is the last timer to expire.
Thus, for every realization of metrics, the rate obtained by
using g is greater than or equal to that obtained by using f .
Since f is optimal by assumption, the discrete mapping must,
therefore, also be optimal.3
C. Proof of Result 3
For a given realization of metrics, recall that xi , for 0 ≤ i ≤
th
N , denotes the number
i of nodes whose
i−1metrics lie in the i
interval, i.e., in [1 − j=0 α[j], 1 − j=0 α[j]). The number
of ways of placing x0 nodes in the 0th interval, x1 nodes in
3 While the first step in the proof, which is (16), is similar to that in [19],
the subsequent steps and logic differ since the pragmatic selection policy may
select a node other than the best node. Furthermore, our goal is to maximize
average data rate, which is different from the goal in [19] of maximizing the
probability that the best node is selected.
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th
the 1st interval, . . ., xN nodes
 N interval is given by
 kin the
the multinomial function x0 ,...,xN .
Since the metric of a node is uniformly distributed over
[0, 1), the probability that it lies in the ith interval (of length
α[i]) is α[i]. Since the metrics are i.i.d., the probability of
occurrence of each such placement is

N
xi

(α[i])

1−

i=0

N


k−

N

i=0

α[l]

k−r−

N
j=1

N
xi

(α[i])
i=0
xj

⎛
ψ ⎝1 −

α[l]

 

k
k−r
(α[0])r
r
x1 , . . . , xN

x=(x1 ,...,xN )

xj ≥0, N
j=1 xj ≤k−r

× 1−α[0]−

N


k−r−

α[l]

N



⎞
α[j]⎠ ,

j=0
N
xi

(α[i])
i=1

⎞

ψ ⎝1−α[0]− α[j]⎠ .

j=1 xj

⎛

S(x)

S(x)

j=1

l=1

(19)
Multiplying and dividing the above equation by (1−α[0])k−r ,
we get
 
k

(α[0])r (1 − α[0])k−r RN −1,k−r ,
(20)
Ar =
r




k
1, x1 , . . . , xN



k−1−

N


N
xi

(α[i])
i=0
N
j=1

xj



= kα[0]ψ (1 − α[0])

⎛
ψ ⎝1 −

α[l]

l=0



k−1
x1 , . . . , xN

S(x)





N
xi

(α[i])

1− α[0] −

i=1

N


k−1−

α[l]

⎞
α[j]⎠

= kα[0](1 − α[0])

ψ (1 − α[0]) .

E. Proof of Result 5
The expression for RN,k in (5) is symmetric in
α∗ [0] , . . . , α∗ [r1 − 1]. This is because if x0 nodes lie in the
0th interval, x1 nodes lie in the 1st interval, . . ., xr1 −1 nodes
lie in the (r1 − 1)th interval and the data rate achieved by any
of them is R1 , then any permutation of these x0 , . . . , xr1 −1
elements also gives the same rate R1 . Therefore, the optimal
interval lengths α∗ [0] , . . . , α∗ [r1 − 1] are equal. Similarly, we
can show that (5) is symmetric in α∗ [r1 ] , . . . , α∗ [r1 + r2 − 1],
and so on. Hence, the result follows.
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N

j=1

xj

,

l=1
k−1

where RN −1,k−r is given by (5). This is nothing but the
average data rate obtained when the interval lengths are
α[1]
α[N ]

1−α[0] , . . . , 1−α[0] and the rate function is given by ψ (x) 
ψ((1 − α[0])x).
The two initialization equations in (7) and (8) are easily
obtained by substituting N = 0 and k = 1, respectively, in (5).

j=0

x=(x1 ,...,xN )

xj ≥0, N
j=1 xj ≤k−1

×



=

We start with the expression for the average data rate in (5).
Notice that in the right hand side (RHS) of (5), each xj can
take values only between 0 and k. We now evaluate sums of
terms where x0 = 1 (success in the 0th interval) and where
x0 = 1.
1) Terms corresponding to x0 = 1: This means that the best
node has successfully transmitted in the 0th interval. Hence,
S (x) = 0. The summation of all the terms in (5) for which
x0 = 1 simplifies as follows:

1−

1−

N




l=0

D. Proof of Result 4

×

k
r, x1 , . . . , xN

x=(r,x1 ,...,xN )

xj ≥0, N
j=1 xj ≤k−r

,

N

x=(1,x1 ,...,xN )

xj ≥0, N
j=1 xj ≤k−1

Ar =

×

l=0







xi

k−N
i=0 xi
where 1 − l=0 α[l]
is the probability that the
N
remaining N − i=0 xi nodes lie in the interval [0, 1 −
N
l=0 α[l]) (in which no timer expires). Furthermore, by the
definition of the selection location function
(x), the rate

 S
S(x)
achieved by the timer scheme is given by ψ 1 − j=0 α[j] .
Thus, from the law of total expectation, the average data rate
is given by (5).


simplifies as follows:

(18)

The last step follows from the properties of multinomial
expansions.
2) Terms corresponding to x0 = r, where r = 1: This means
that either no node (r = 0) has transmitted in the 0th interval
or a collision (r ≥ 2) has occurred in it. In either case, we
see that S ((x0 , x1 , . . . , xN )) = 1 + S ((x1 , . . . , xN )). The
summation Ar of the terms in (5) in which x0 = r then
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